
The Debate at the Virginia Ratification Convention

June 4-6, 1788

HIPP Analysis

Document A

Historical Context:
• Time—
• Place—
• Situation—

Intended Audience:

Purpose:

Point-of-View:

Document B

Historical Context:
• Time—
• Place—
• Situation—

Intended Audience:

Purpose:

Point-of-View:



Prompt: Analyze the development of the Constitution and the debates 
surrounding its ratification.

Body Paragraph Format

Contextualization:

By the summer of 1788, the delegates to the Constitutional Convention in Richmond, Virginia, 
were trying to decide whether or not to ratify (or, approve) the Constitution. 

Issue:

At issue, Patrick Henry and James Madison were debating whether or not the Articles of 
Confederation should have been replaced and whether or not the delegates to the Philadelphia 
convention spoke for the American people.

Document Analysis——

Contextualization:

On June 4, 1788, Patrick Henry arose to speak to the delegates of the Virginia Constitutional 
Convention.

Describe: (type of document, author, etc.)

In his speech, Patrick Henry, stated that he did not believe that the delegates in Philadelphia 
were authorized to change the Articles of Confederation. 

Support: How does your document support your theme?

Patrick Henry espouses (speaks to) the idea that the Articles of Confederation should not have 
been replaced with the new Constitution.

Explain: Discuss an important element of HIPP.

From his point of view, the Articles of Confederation were working as a stable and functioning 
government that represented all of the American people (Document A). 

Transition—

The next day, James Madison arose to speak to the delegates of the Virginia Constitutional 
Convention in defense of the Constitution. 



Document Analysis——

Contextualization:

During the morning of June 5, 1788, James Madison arose to address the delegates at the 
Constitutional Convention in Richmond, Virginia.

Describe: (type of document, author, etc.)

In his speech, James Madison, addressed the delegates to lend his support to the Constitution.

Support: How does your document support your theme?

He eloquently spoke to the idea that the Articles of Confederation should be replaced by the 
Constitution because they had not been able to ensure national stability.

Explain: Discuss an important element of HIPP.

From his point of view, Madison believed that the Articles of Confederation must be replaced 
due to their failure to maintain national order and that the people of all of the states had sent 
delegates for the purpose of replacing them. 

Conclusion Connection:

Due to the persuasive ability of James Madison and the other Federalists during the Virginia 
Constitutional Convention debates, on June 25, 1788, just four days after New Hampshire 
ratified the Constitution and made it the law of the land— Virginia, the most populous state in 
the new union would ratify the Constitution. 


